St Peter’s Primary
Autumn 1 2019

NEWSLETTER

Dear Parents/Carers
Wow – what a busy half-term this has been! This September we have welcomed sixty new reception children and their
families to our school community and now have 360 children in our Primary phase. Our oldest children are based on
the first floor in yet another set of beautifully refurbished and newly-resourced classrooms. This time next year we
will be a complete Primary phase – how time flies!
There have been a number of wonderful events organised to welcome the newest members of our community. Our
PTA ‘Cheese and Wine Night’ was a brilliant evening. It was a lovely opportunity to celebrate the successes of last year
and to generate some fresh ideas for the future. Thank you also to the PTA for also organising a fantastic October Quiz
Night. The evening was filled with some tough questions, delicious pizza, and great company. We raised £643 in total,
which was split between the school and Julia’s House. If you were not able to join us this time, please do come along
in the future because it really is such fun.
As a result of their hard work to raise money, and your generosity
in giving, the PTA have been able to fund the next part of our
playground development project. Many of you will have noticed
an exciting new structure being created on site by one of our
talented parents – Sam Edwards. Sam worked tirelessly over the
summer holidays to ensure that his plans and materials met all
the required regulations and is now busy constructing his
masterpiece! He has been able to incorporate elements from the
winning children’s designs which we are delighted to see. Thank
you so much Sam – I know the children cannot wait to enjoy
testing it all out!
I would also like to say a special thank you to Jamie and Kelly Govier who have dedicated so much time and energy to
organising the fundraising events that have made all this possible. Jamie has handed the baton over as ‘Chair of the
PTA’ to Rachael Best, who I know will ensure that our PTA continues to go from strength to strength. It was wonderful
to see so many new faces at our recent meeting and welcome them to the team so thank you to everyone who came
along.
On Thursday 26th September we held a successful MacMillan coffee afternoon. Thank you to everyone who baked or
supplied cakes and to everyone who came along to support this great cause. Thanks also go to Mrs Preston and Mrs
Barrington for suggesting and organising another lovely community event. In total we raised £378.26 for MacMillan
Cancer Support.
Over 70 of our children took part in the Bournemouth Marathon
Festival this year in a bid to retain our shiny trophy from last year’s
event! We had children running in the 1k, 1.5k, 2k and 5k races.
Everyone tried their very best and I was incredibly proud of them all.
A special mention goes to Kasper (2G) who finished joint 3rd in the 1k
with an impressively rapid time of 4 minutes 23 seconds! We also
had a number of children place in the top 50 for their respective
events, so well done also to: Alexander (1D), Luche (2P), Edie (1D),
Jasper (1B), Alfie W (4R), Harley (5A), Lucas C (5R) and Noel (5A). We
wanted to make our running efforts count for something far more
important too by raising money for Julia’s House in loving memory
of Jessica Duffy. Currently our fundraising total sits at £3211.55!

I would like to say a huge thank you to Karen Wagner for organising the fundraising page and liaising with Julia’s House
so that the children were all able to run in a special t-shirt.

On Wednesday 25th September Father Kevin came to say Mass for us to celebrate the start of the new school year. As
always, he was very impressed with the children’s singing and the way in which they answered the questions he posed
in his homily. During the Offertory, some of our Reception children brought forward the names of everyone who has
joined our school family this year – staff and children.
Father Kevin has been in school again more recently for 2G’s special class Mass. We cannot thank him enough for how
generously he gives of his time. The children in 2G led their class Mass beautifully – everyone had a special part to play
and they did so with great reverence. It was a privilege to be able to join them.
Last week there was a wonderful buzz around school as everyone took part in our annual ‘Other Faiths week.’ As a
staff, we have been looking at the outcomes from this week of learning and I have been astounded. Every class has a
wonderful record in their special class ‘RE Big Book’ of the things they have discovered and experienced. Please do
have a look through these during our upcoming Parent’s Evenings Evenings if you can – there is much to celebrate and
I have certainly learnt a lot from reading through them all!
On Thursday 17th October we held our Open Evening for prospective parents. I would like to extend my thanks to the
staff, ‘parent ambassadors’ and wonderful tour guides who came along to help. Forty children from Years 4 and 5
came back to school in the evening to show groups of prospective parents around. We received many positive
comments from our visitors who had enjoyed hearing all about our school (in great detail!) from the children
themselves.
I would like to thank the teachers for the effort they have put into preparing and leading our ‘Workshops for Parents.’
Feedback from the workshops that have already taken place has been overwhelmingly positive and I know those
parents who have been able to come along have found them to be a great support. For those parents who were unable
to attend, the teachers will be able to share handouts from the event at our upcoming Parent’s Evenings if they have
not done so already.
Our Harvest Festival celebrations yesterday were the perfect way to end the half-term. It was so lovely to see the
growing confidence of our new reception children. Every class performed their contribution brilliantly and it was a
wonderful celebration of the gifts God has provided us. Thank you so much to everyone who sent in a food donation.
We were able to fill over 50 carrier bags of supplies which were split between the Southbourne Foodbank and ‘Hope
for Food.’
I wish you all a happy and restful break in preparation for another busy half-term ahead!
Miss Wogan

Reception News
Reception have had a brilliant start to their first term at ‘Big School.’ We have been
amazed at how well the children have settled and have begun to form some lovely
friendships in their classes. This half term we have been learning all about
ourselves. We have talked about our bodies and what makes us special. This has
linked beautifully with our RE topic this term which has been ‘Creation.’ All of the
children have talked about how Christians believe that God created them and that
they are each unique and special. We have completed some lovely artwork, looking
carefully at our faces in the mirror, and have been thinking about what makes us
special on the inside too. As part of our morning routine, the children are becoming
good at recognising ‘good’ qualities in their peers and can share these with the ‘Star
of the Day’- a couple of favourites at the moment are: “I love your behaviour,” and
“I love how kind you are!”
We have also begun to read! The excitement on the children’s faces in phonics is
amazing – when they are able to put their sounds together to make a word, the joy
in their accomplishment is fantastic.
In maths we have been following the new White Rose planning for Reception – we
have been working on a number a week and making links in all our mathematical
learning. For the number 3, the children were forming the number, counting
accurately and doing practical addition and subtraction.
Last week we were busy learning all about different faiths: Judaism, Islam, Sikhism
and Hinduism. The children loved all the celebrations and learning about different
rituals.
In our Creation topic we have also been learning about how God created the world.
Our big question for the topic has been, ‘Who created the world and how can we
say thank you?’ We have thought of many things we are thankful for such as:
giraffes, our parents, the seaside and the mountains. We have also been thinking
of those ways to say thank you: looking after God’s creatures and His world, and
also saying prayers of thanks when we are talking to God.
We have had a lovely first half term with the children and are looking forward to
lots of fun learning in Autumn 2. Have a wonderful break!
The Reception Team

Year 1 News
So far in Year 1 we have had an exciting start to our new year with our Superhero topic.
The children had a fantastic time at their sparkly starter, showing their favourite toys in
the "Action Man open day.” This half term the children have left us in awe with their
wonderful writing. From wanted posters for evil characters to our very own book sequel
they really have taken all of the
challenges of year 1 in their stride.

In RE the children have been thinking about ways in which we praise God. During our class worship the children led
their own Litany of praise which they had written themselves - a truly beautiful moment to be a part of.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the parents for your incredible support this half term. All the
things you have helped with to aid the children’s learning makes a great deal of difference, as well as your
overwhelming attendance to the workshops - thank you very much.
On the topic of ‘thank you,’ we have noticed some great feedback on Mathletics which is fantastic. Please be aware
the teachers will be printing the children’s bronze certificates (of which there are tons!). Silver and gold certificates
will be handed out in achievement assembly.
Well done to all the children on a fantastic start to year 1 – we are very proud of you!
From all of the Year 1 team.

Year 2 News
In Year 2 we have been learning about the tragic events of the SS Forfarshire and Grace Darling’s rescue of the
survivors. The children have been able to write a recount of the events and have used this, along with their art and ICT
skills, to make a Lego animation movie of the disaster. In Science the children have designed, built and tested their
own lifeboats. Thank you for your generous donations of the resources we needed for this. We have also had an
exciting visit from the RNLI to talk to us about the roles and responsibilities of sea rescues today. The children were
very lucky to be the first year group to engage in our new shared text ‘The Secret of Black Rock’ by Joe Todd-Stanton.
They loved listening to Erin’s adventures and could compare her actions to those of Grace Darling.

In RE the children have been thinking about Creation and have listened to the stories of Noah and Jonah. From this
learning we have recognised different ways that we can look after God’s creation. One of the children’s ideas was to
do a litter pick and they did this on our school field.

We have been immensely proud of how well the children have settled into Year 2 and we are looking forward to
learning new and exciting things together throughout the year.
Miss Pepper and Miss Gattuso

Year 3 News
Our Year 3 children have settled well into their new classrooms and
made a fantastic start to the year ahead. We started our Funny
Bones topic by identifying animals that have their skeleton on the
outside (exoskeleton) and animals that have their skeleton on the
inside (endoskeleton). The children were challenged to build a
model of a human skeleton, which we used to help us identify the
main bones and joints. We learnt that our skeleton holds us rigid,
protects us and also allows us to move. As a class, we carried out an
investigation to find out what happens to our bones as we get older.
The children applied their mathematics to our investigation by
measuring the length of the ulna bone in children from different
year groups. We were able to spot patterns in our results and
predicted the length of a Year 6 child’s bone.
Our Power of Reading Text, ‘Wolves’ by Emily Gravett, prompted us to compare the human skeleton to that of wolves.
The story helped us to learn some fascinating facts about wolves which we used to create a non-chronological report.
We were so excited to see the wolves at the New Forest Wildlife Park this week and celebrate our learning this halfterm.

In RE, our theme has been ‘Creation’. Through scripture, we have learnt about Jesus’ Baptism and compared this to
our own. We took a closer look at the role and responsibilities of Godparents. Then, we listened to the ‘Call of the
Disciples’. We unpicked the words that Jesus spoke and the actions that followed. The children wrote in role as one of
the disciples, describing how they felt to be chosen and how their lives have been changed. Our learning has helped
up to answer our Big Question ’How are we called to be a part of God’s creation through Baptism?’
We would like to thank everyone who attended our Maths workshop and look forward to seeing you again at our
Literacy workshop on Wednesday 27th November.
Thank you for your continued support,
The Year 3 Team

Year 4 News
We have had a fabulous start to the year in Year 4.
We began our new school year with our first topic of
Australia. The children spent time creating their own
Aboriginal myths based on ‘The Rainbow Serpent’
story which features in the text ‘Bunda’s Dreaming.’
We were able to explore story sacks, pulling out a
variety of objects representing different elements of
the myth, to make the reading more engaging. The
children were extremely excited to then create their
own story sack, making finger puppets to represent
their characters before performing them to the other
Year 4 class!
This year, we have moved onto a pom-pom reward system, where the children work in their colour groups
to fill their pom-pom jars in order to earn treats. The children can earn these pom-poms through having a
positive attitude to their learning and in demonstrating kind and helpful behaviour.
We gave the children the opportunity to choose their own rewards which included: helping with admin jobs
in the office, helping at the Reception children’s ‘Rainbow Party’ and ‘Elastic Play’ for Year 1, as well as bonus
time on TT Rockstars, to name but a few. They have all been working very hard to earn as many pom-poms
as they can.
More recently, we celebrated our ‘Other Faiths Week’ which
allowed us to learn about a different faith each day. We took part
in role play, cooking and a ‘Question & Answers’ session with people
of other faiths. We were even fortunate enough to learn from some
of our peers, who sang from their holy book and brought with them
a variety of special items.
Thank you to all the parents who were able to drop by for our ‘Meet
and Greet’. It was lovely to have the opportunity to meet all of you
and for you to explore your child’s new classroom. We look forward
to working with you during the course of the year.
Best wishes,
The Year 4 Team

Year 5 News
What an interesting half term we have had in Year 5! We have been learning all
about the ‘Ancient Egyptians’ during our topic work and this period of history has
certainly provided us with a variety of learning opportunities.
We began our topic by producing our own cartouches – these involved our names
being written in hieroglyphics. Following this, we learnt all about chronology and
where the Ancient Egyptian period fell in relation to other well-known periods of
history. To do this, we used the front covers from the very popular Horrible
Histories series.

The enthusiasm for our topic has definitely been reflected in the fantastic writing that has been produced.
Initially, we learnt about the hierarchical structure of Ancient Egyptian society and imagined the struggles
endured by an Ancient Egyptian slave as we wrote an imaginative ‘day in the life’ account. By engaging with
a variety of primary sources, we were also able to explore one of the world’s greatest archaeological
discoveries, the tomb of Tutankhamun, with the aim of writing a newspaper report documenting the find.
Using this as inspiration, we then wrote our own set of instructions for the
mummification process and even conducted a science investigation as we
mummified tomatoes. We did this by cutting open a tomato and scooping out the
insides, just like the Egyptians did when they removed the lungs, liver, stomach and
intestines. We then cleaned the bodies of our tomatoes with an anti-bacterial hand
wash and covered them in salt to dry them out, just like the Egyptians did using
Natron.
Although our writing has been heavily influenced by our topic, so have
the foundation subjects. In Art we created our own Tutankhamun
masks and in Design Technology we created Egyptian bracelets or
bookmarks (these really tested our sewing skills!). As well as this, Mrs
Wyatt helped us to create a life sized replica of Tutankhamun’s
sarcophagus and the children also created some amazing canopic jars
as part of their Home Learning. What a creative bunch we are in Year 5!
In summary, Year 5 have had an excellent start to the new academic year, delving
deep into the past of one of the world’s oldest and longest civilisations and we
intend to host an open museum event, where the children can exhibit all of the
wonderful work they have produced so far (date TBC).
Alongside our topic work, we have also been working hard in Maths as we
consolidated place value and the formal written methods for addition and
subtraction. We then used these skills to complete fluency, reasoning and problem
solving tasks. We also managed to use the Ancient Egyptian number system in one
of our lessons!
Within our R.E. lessons, we have been working towards answering our Big Question, ‘What are our
responsibilities as co-creators?’ To do this we looked at how we have a unique place in God’s creation and
the responsibilities this brings. We also had a great week studying other faiths as we studied Judaism, Islam,
Sikhism and Hinduism. Year 5 particularly enjoyed making and eating their Jewish ‘Challah’ bread.
Finally, within our P.E. lessons we have really enjoyed learning about basketball and the rules
that apply to this invasion game. No more double dribbling or travelling here, so thank you to
Mr Lane! Next stop, the NBA!
Thank you for your continued support.
Year 5 team.

Sporting Success
Cross Country League:
The Bournemouth Cross Country league is now in full swing and, as usual, St. Peter’s runners are recording some very
impressive results. The first meet of the season was held in wet and windy conditions at Littledown Centre, where the
children ran over a mile across difficult terrain. The boy’s team, consisting of Harley, Lucas C, Noel and Lucas W-R
finished in an outstanding 4th place out of 24 schools. It was fantastic to see the boy’s hard work, commitment and
determination pay off and for them to achieve such an impressive result. The girl’s team, consisting of Phoebe, Nicole,
Regina and Sophie, also worked incredibly hard and never gave up even when conditions were against them! Our
achievements are even more remarkable since many of the children competing against us were from Year 6. The latest
meet was held at Sir David English Centre last week and, although we are still awaiting the official results, we again
displayed some brilliant running. Well done team!
Year 5 Football ‘Predator’ Tournament:
The Year 5 football team have been eagerly awaiting their first tournament and this finally came early in October at
Littledown Centre. This annual competition sees all the Year 5 teams from across Bournemouth come together to
decide the champion school. Our group saw us pitted against Winton, Moordown, Pokesdown, St Mark’s and St Luke’s.
The team got off to a great start with a 1-0 win against Winton, thanks to a superbly taken goal from William. Our
second game against Moordown was frustrating – we again dominated the game and were in control after Liam put
us 1-0 up. We really played some excellent football during the match, but unfortunately conceded an equaliser in the
second half to see the game end 1-1. A comfortable 1-0 victory against Pokesdown saw us going into our last two
fixtures top of the group. Lucas C, who was very impressive throughout the tournament, gave us the lead from the
penalty spot against St Mark’s, but a really unfortunate own goal saw us again frustrated, with the score line finishing
1-1. This meant only victory would do in the final match versus St Luke’s! We again went 1-0 in front thanks to Liam,
only for St Luke’s to score late on and see another game end in a draw. Unfortunately, only the top team in the group
went through to the semi-finals, and we just missed out by finishing second. Although the team were disappointed,
they can take great encouragement from the way they played and I’ve no doubt that we will see some success in the
future. It was a really fantastic effort for us to also finish the competition unbeaten. See below for a picture!

I look forward to bringing you news of further sporting successes soon.
Best wishes,
Mr Lane

Rotary Club Shoebox Appeal
Just a reminder that we are supporting the Rotary Club Shoebox Scheme. A leaflet providing all the
information you need has already been sent home. Your filled boxes should be returned to school no later
than Monday 11th November. Thank you in advance for supported disadvantaged children around the world
who are in need.

Aldi – Get Set Stickers
Thank you to everyone for sending in the Aldi stickers. We have
already completed one poster and are collecting stickers for another.
Every completed poster entitles us to receive a special sports kit and
the chance to win £20,000. This promotion is running until 3rd
November 2019.

HARVEST FESTIVAL
Thank You for the Harvest Festival donations sent in. They were collected by
Southbourne Food Bank and Hope for Food who asked us to pass on their
appreciation. Thanks also to Arianne M, Jack E, Matthew T, Emma T, Edward C
and Cormac C from Year 4 who helped collect the donations from the
classrooms and set up the tables so beautifully.

This year we are going to see Aladdin at the Bournemouth
Pavilion on the morning of Wednesday 11th December.
Nearer the time we will be sending out letters for the
children and asking for Parents/Carers who might be able
to come along and help with supervision.

The PTA have purchased a selection of reusable cups and plates
which are available to hire for children’s parties etc. These can
be booked from the school office at a cost of £3 per hire.

CONTACTING THE SCHOOL
If you need to contact the school or Miss Wogan, please only use the email address
primary@st-peters.bournemouth.sch.uk
Thank you

A few polite reminders:
CATHOLIC ETHOS
We are a Catholic community. Please be mindful of this in your interactions with each other and our
neighbours in the local area. I know that parking continues to be a difficult issue, but please be kind and
respectful at all times.
SCHOOL DROP-OFF
It has been noted that a small number of parents have been driving into school to drop their children off by
the barrier and waiting to watch them go in. They are then reversing back out onto the main road which is
very dangerous for children, pedestrians and drivers alike. For the safety of everyone, please so not do this.
Children should be taken to their classroom door by an adult.
If you are late dropping off your child please do not ask to use the school car park, but park where you would
normally and walk in.
AFTER SCHOOL CLUBS
Please may we remind you that there is no parking when collecting your child from an after school activity
in school. This is for the safety of our children and to avoid congestion in the car park.
Children being collected from St Claire’s After School Club are not affected and should be collected as normal.
Thank you for your cooperation

DIARY DATES – AUTUMN TERM 19
Monday 28th Oct – Fri 1st Nov

HALF TERM

Thursday 7th November

Reception Maths Workshop 5.00pm

Monday 11th November

Parents Evenings

3.00pm-6.30pm

Wednesday 13th November

Parents Evenings

3.00pm-6.30pm

Thursday 14th November

Parents Evenings

5.00pm-7.00pm

Wednesday 20th November

Yr 2 Marwell Zoo trip

8.30am-3.30pm

Monday 25th November

Yr 4 Maths Workshop

5.00pm

Wednesday 27th November

Yr 3 Literacy Workshop

5.00pm

Thursday 28th November

School Nurse Drop-in

8.30am

Friday 6th December

Christmas Fair

3.30pm-6.30pm

Wednesday 11th December

Panto Trip

AM

Thursday 12th December

Flu Immunisations

All day

Thursday 12th December

Lunchtime

Wednesday 18th December

Xmas Jumper Day
*EYFS/KS1 Christmas
Nativity Play
*EYFS/KS1 Christmas
Nativity Play
*KS2 Christmas Production

Thursday 19th December

*KS2 Christmas Production

Mon 23rd Dec – Fri 3rd Jan

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS

Monday 6th January

Spring Term commences

Monday 16th December
Tuesday 17th December

*EYFS/KS1 - Reception/Year 1/Year 2
*KS2 – Year 3/Year 4/Year 5

1.30pm
9.30am and
6.00pm
1.30pm
9.30am and
6.00pm

*** AWARDS ***
The following children have been presented with special awards in our recent Achievement
Assemblies. Thank you to them for their kindness and commitment to learning.
STARS OF THE WEEK:

6/9: Felix E, Phoebe C, Valeria F, Charlie H, Jack E, Belle G, Bobby S, All of 4D, Niko K, Florence C,
Bianka B, Gerrard H, Liam G, Karol T, Bella S, Kasper R, Kevin M, Henry D, Sammy C, Emma G.
13/9: Eva H, Oliver P, Sophie E, Anthony R, Joe H, Evie M, Pawel P, Oliver K, Sophie G, Taylor V, Ben W,
Georgina Q, Zofia G, Jacob K, Dougie f, Holly H, Mia A, Conor O, James F, Marie-Ange J.

***AWARDS ***

20/9: Amelie M, Brandon H, Charlie H, Nicole M, Antonella R, Edward C, Holly B, Oscar R, Sophie G,
Nathan B, Alex W, Polina K, Theo R, Finn K, Olly B, Logan H, Diana M, Jasper G, Maggie G.
27/9: Rayyan H, Toby W, Imogen S, Harley V, Alannah M, Jack H, Arianne M, Daniel N, Luke B, Leah C,
Kahel J, Nina Z, Ryan R, Skyelah O, Gregory T, Emilia G, Eva M, Alexander M, Jack R, Elodie A, Ben E.
4/10: Lucas S, Lucas C, Max C, Oprah C, Gabriel Y, Sophie M, Maya P, Jake C, Aiden S, Emily H, Evie C,
Scarlett S, Erin B, Thomas L, Zuzanna C, Effie W, Mason S, Isla M, Emily E.
11/10: Jan B, Gabby C, William D, Georgina W, Archie S, Tia B, Daisy B, Tilly L, Aaliyah P, Emmie H, Oliver
M, Ellah D, Elodie O, Jack B, Theo E, Otis E, Henry W, Kai A, Henry C, Sophie T.
18/10: Sid H, Florence I, Ibby E, Amelia A, Josie D, Maya R, Maxine B, Max O, Naethan H, Jack C, Luche C,
Thomas G, Emma L, Fionn S, Aiden C, Sam H, Harry W, Sienna F.
LUNCHTIME AWARDS
13/9: Oliver P, Paddy T, Harley V, Oscar F, Daria K, Orla T, Oscar R, Elizabeth L, Emily H, Sebby N, Ben W
Tilly W, Theo B, Lilly d, Holly H, Effie W, Mia A, Mason S, Harry W, Henry C.

,

20/9: Jessica H, Kingsley B, Oliwer S, Luca G, Evie M, Annie H, Ollie C, Max O, Liwiusz R, Oliver M, Kitty C,
Ryan R, Liam G, Maria S, Emilio L, James P, Alana H, Ted V, Alessio C, Rafa L.
27/9: Florence I, Aimee C, Max C, Noel S, Belle G, Jasmine N, Maya P, Jasper O, Jack D, Max S, Jack C, Polina K, Thomas G,
Theo E, Phoebe D, Logan H, Tomas S, Henry W, Diya S.
4/10: Felix E, Liam S, Nicole M, Amelia A, Tia B, Joe H, Bruno T, Freya E, Alba L, Luke B, Georgina Q, Kyra D, Aine K, Jack B,
Quinn C, Dougie F, Josie H, Aiden C, Sophia G, James F.
11/10: Eva H, Noah M, Max C, Ibby E, Jasmine N, Maya D, Pawel P, Jake C, Florence C, Robyn P, Oliana F, Freddie W, Natalie W,
Jake C, Liam B, Lauren B, Lucca V, Edie G, Joshua C, Sammy C.
18/10: Zuzanna B, Jissa S, Rayyan H, Phoebe C, Jacob L, Antonela R, Daisy L, Sinead M, Aaliyah P, Sophie G, Jade M, Kahel J,
Oliver T, Thomas L, Bella S, Harry H, Diana M, Sam H, Sophia G, Ben E.

6/9: Gold: Chloe B, Rivah O, Matteo C, Femi J.
6/9: Silver: Gabby C, Cormac C.
13/9: Gold: Ella D
13/9: Silver: Naethan H, Jade M.
20/9: Silver: Linden B, Polina K, Emilia G
27/9: Silver: Eva H, Oliwer S, Oliver K, Camilla V, Franek S, Jack B.
4/10: Gold: Max O, Caitlin M,
4/10: Silver: Florence I, Phoebe C, Amelia A, Oliver H, Rivah O, Tilly W, Evie C, Jack C, Polina K, Thomas G,
Luche C, Shanay W.

11/10: Gold: Gabby C, Sebby T, Jade M.
11/10: Silver: Oliver P, Nicole M, Chloe-Ellie B, Joe H, Oliver H, Daria K, Jack C, J-J B, Emmie H, Skyelah O, Jacob O,
Oscar C.
18/10: Silver: Aimee C, Aaliyah P, Naethan H, Faye R.

Rainbow Party (Reception) :
All Reception children have had the opportunity to attend the Rainbow Party
this half term.

